
What are the leading or emerging trends for solar 
finance and investment as a crucial decade for re-
newables begins in earnest?
Over the past 12 months we’ve seen a higher availability 
of long-term fixed price PPAs in the UK, 10 years or more, 
which will undoubtedly open more opportunities for debt 
financing. The availably of longer-term PPA products has 
brought down the weighted discount rate applied to solar 
revenue. On the flip side, more recently we’ve seen inves-
tors opting for a fully merchant strategy or shorter term 
PPA fixes to capture high near-term power pricing. We led 
transactions for over 1.4GW of UK pre-construction solar 
in 2021 – all of which went to market on a fully merchant 
basis.

We’re also seeing developers pivot to a technology 
co-located model – low cost, uncurtailed grid capacity is 
harder to secure than ever. Stakeholders are now looking 
at ways of sweating their connections by co-locating bat-
teries and/or hydrogen on projects – acting as a hedging 
strategy against cannibalisation and volatility in the power 
market, while boosting the return of the overall asset.

We’re also seeing a high number of new investors 
entering the renewables sector, increasing competition for 
assets, larger funds considering smaller deals due to sur-
plus of capital and limited supply of opportunities, and al-
ternative sources of financing offering products that allow 
for higher leverage ratios and more merchant exposure

What’s driving activity in Europe’s leading markets? 
Part of the growth of renewables is being stimulated by 
changes in legislation driven by political will or pressure 
leading to government-backed auction structures. There 
is increasing pressure on EU nations to transition away 
from old thermal fossil fuelled generation – Poland being 
a prime example. In the UK, CfDs have recently been an-
nualised in a bid to strengthen domestic generation and 
move away from reliance on imported fossil fuels. 

A large influence driving markets is the continued com-
pression of discount rates for PV assets and the long-
term forecasted decline in Capex increasing the viability of 
solar. The meteoric rise in short term power markets has 
also contributed to the viability of merchant opportunities. 
We’ve seen an excess of liquidity in the market and the 
need for large investors to deploy capital, driving competi-
tion and appetite for assets. 

De-risking of revenue profiles through government 
backed auctions or fixed price PPAs are attracting higher 
levels of debt to the market and increasing gearing. 

How does this differ in relation to secondary mar-
kets? Are there any European markets in particular 
where built assets are attracting investment?
Yes, operational subsidised assets are still in very high de-
mand, particularly in the UK and Spain. However the UK 
market has undergone significant aggregation of opera-
tional subsidised assets, so there are limited opportunities 
for investors in this space. This has been a contributing 
factor in the decision for investors to consider subsidy 
free, pre-construction merchant assets and to facilitate 
the deployment of capital.

How is upstream solar and supply chain instability 
of 2021 impacting solar financing? To what extent 
have investors or financiers been deterred?
Recent fluctuations in module and BOS pricing have 
caused notable issues for investors trying to value 
pre-construction assets; however, this price increase is 
not necessarily viewed as a long-term issue and leading 
market researchers have indicated pricing could begin to 
normalise and return to pre-pandemic levels from as early 
as 2023.

While this has caused some concern to investors it has 
not stymied appetite for pre-construction assets. Some 
investors have hedged by securing capacity at scale with 
fixed pricing for both module and EPC services, removing 
volatility in the short-term. 

To what extent is the European market prepared for 
merchant revenue-based financing models? 
Many equity investors are already there opting for a 
merchant trading strategy to capture high power market 
pricing. Investors are continually evaluating trading strate-
gies between lower, fixed price revenue certainty via cPPA, 
CFDs and government auctions, compared to higher 
priced fully merchant strategies but which carry a higher 
discount rate applied to those revenue streams.

In relation to debt financing - many commercial banks re-
main hesitant and cautious regarding fully merchant trading 
models. Most lenders will require revenue certainty with the 
majority of revenue contracted under a fixed price PPA.
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